DYNALOCK MODEL #6805 PUSHPLATE FEATURES:

1-1/2" x 4" SOLID ALUMINUM PUSHPLATE WITH 2-60 SECOND TIME DELAYED MOMENTARY CONTACTS WITH ENGRAVED BLUE HANDICAPPED SYMBOL

NARROW MULLION STYLE SOLID ALUMINUM FACEPLATE.

7" COLOR-CODED #18AWG WIRE LEAD TERMINATIONS.
DYNALOCK MODEL #6815 / 6825 PUSHPLATE FEATURES:

1-1/2" x 4" SOLID ALUMINUM PUSHPLATE WITH ENGRAVED BLUE HANDICAPPED SYMBOL

NARROW MULLION STYLE SOLID ALUMINUM FACEPLATE.

7" COLOR-CODED #18AWG WIRE LEAD TERMINATIONS.

6815 - SPDT / ALTERNATE-ACTION CONTACTS, RATED 6 AMPS @ 125VAC
6825 - DPDT / ALTERNATE-ACTION CONTACTS, RATED 6 AMPS @ 125VAC
**DynaLock Model #6835 / 6845 Pushplate Features:**

- **Solid Aluminum Pushplate with Engraved Blue Handicapped Symbol**
- **Narrow Mullion Style Solid Aluminum Faceplate**
- **Labeled Screw Terminal Connections**

6835 - SPDT / Momentary Contacts, Rated 15 Amps @ 125VAC
6845 - DPDT / Momentary Contacts, Rated 10 Amps @ 125VAC

---

**Installation Instructions**

**Model #6835 (SPDT)**

- **C**
- **NC**
- **NO**

**Model #6845 (DPDT)**

- **C**
- **NC**
- **NO**